LYMPHSTAR PRO FUSION®

Lymphatic Therapy Instrument

A System Encompassing Vibrational Lymphatic Therapy, Wellness and Esthetics Options

Thousands of people have discovered our therapeutic instrument the Lymphstar Pro® - a wellness technology that enhances detoxification & health by improving lymphatic circulation. Now we have amplified the Lymphstar Pro's versatility, with more modalities for enhancing lymph drainage and other wellness needs. If you haven't investigated subtle, vibrational energy therapies for your practice you are missing out on an opportunity to grow your business and help more people with their health, wellness, and aging needs. Our instruments are the answer. Designed and manufactured fully in the USA, our company has a solid reputation for excellence, integrity, product service, and customer service for nearly 2 decades.

“We evolved our acclaimed Lymphstar Pro® into a system that provides seven other modality options. This Versatile Instrument is our most popular product! Recent technical improvements make it a therapeutic product with no equal.” - Lori Sweet CEO

The Lymphstar Pro Fusion® Instrument

Perfect for Today's Wellness Centers, Holistic & Integrative Medical Practices, Spas & Anti-Aging Centers

Features of the System:
- The Left Side of the Instrument Panel controls the Lymphstar Pro® Lymphatic Therapy Modality (LET Lymphatic Enhancement Technology.)
- Opens and clears lymphatic channels, preparing the body for our PHIT modalities as well as all other holistic modes of treatment, as they are optimized by enhanced lymph flow.
- The Right Side of the Instrument Panel controls the Fusion PHIT Modality Options - 8 other exceptional modalities for health and beauty applications. See below for PHIT Modality descriptions.
- Run 1 or 2 modalities at a time while using the Lymphstar Pro Modality; or use in sequence.
- Includes the latest technology upgrades to the Lymphstar Pro® within the base system, and now includes LET Standard Bulb Applicator Heads – bulbs are replaceable bulbs, sanitizable and optional bulbs optional bulbs are available. (new September 2012)
- As New Modality Options come to market your Lymphstar Pro Fusion® Instrument will serve you now and far into the future.

Optional Fusion P.H.I.T.® Therapy Modalities
- Eclipse Multi-Chromatic Head.
- Pulsing Magnetic Therapy Head
- Radiance Facial Contour Head – Blue & Red Models
- Infrared Enhancer Bioresonance Head
- SkinClear SunRay™ Head

MADE IN THE USA
• Nogier Frequency Modality Head
• The Crystal Lymph Waves™ Photo Therapy™
• Advanced vibrational therapies can be adapted to your needs and acquired over time as desired.
• See PHIT* Modality Detailed descriptions below

---

**What is accomplished with Vibrational Lymphatic Technology?**

*Vibrant Health and Beauty are the Result of an Uncongested Lymphatic System*

Vibrational Lymphatic therapy improves the ENTIRE circulation of the body by encouraging the body to RELEASE toxins and accumulated fluid and proteins between the cells. It does this through a combination of energies. As it improves lymphatic fluid flow it also works on the acupuncture meridian systems and points, clearing blocks and restoring balance. Together it accelerates detoxification of tissues and energetic and fluid flow!

Thus, it supports:

- Improved immune function through enhanced toxin release. (general detoxification)
- Relaxation and balanced energy for release of stress. (parasympathetic effect)
- Decongestion for Women’s and Men’s issues. (hormone distribution)
- Improved chronic and acute and muscle pain management. (helps with inflammation)
- The most advanced form of skincare, offering beauty from the inside out.
- Enhances benefits of all skin care procedures and topical treatments. (improves drainage)

---

**General Applications of the System**

**Pain and General Conditions:** Breast lumps & pain, inflammation due to muscular trauma, chronic pain, allergy & sinus symptoms, generalized swelling, headaches, hormone imbalance and female conditions, digestive and bowel problems, post dental procedures, fibromyalgia, toxicity, and fatigue syndromes (chronic).

**Orthopedic & Rehabilitation:** Minimize and reduce swelling in injury rehab, improve slow healing, assist with lymphedema (medical studies are ongoing); perform therapy pre and post operative treatment to accelerate recovery. LET Lymphatic therapy can also minimize old scars minimize the formation of excessive scar tissue; helps with pain.

**Sports Medicine:** for injury rehabilitation & injuries in general. When using phototherapy devices such as a low level laser and/or LED light technology, results are optimized when preceded and/or followed by LET lymphatic therapy. Use before and after athletics to increase performance and decrease muscle and tendon strain.

**Wellness & Detoxification:** Excellent for Detoxification; substantial releases can occur in the days following therapy. Excellent teamed with sauna, colon hydrotherapy, & our Cygnus Aqua Cleanse detox bath. Clears the digestion and enhances proper elimination.

**Stress Relief:** Provides a feeling of relaxation, emotional balance, a sense of well-being, and increased energy. Parasympathetic effect is profound. Women’s hormone issues helped. Supports drug detox, emotional trauma treatment & more.

**Esthetics:** Cosmetic enhancement through the reduction of fluid deposits in the face, healthier skin, supporting all cellulite reduction therapies, & post-procedures such laser resurfacing, peels, plastic surgery, & when used with our PHIT esthetic modalities assists with collagen building & muscle toning, etc. LET Lymphatic therapy can minimize scars and minimizes the formation of new scar tissue.

**Obesity:** can be helped with improved lymphatic flow. When old congested deposits are relieved, inches can be lost. Improved digestion allows diet and exercise programs are far more effective. Not a direct weight loss modality, though many people lose puffiness around the face and some areas of the hips and belly can improve once stagnant lymph fluid moves out. Can support other weigh loose methods & cellulite treatments, lipo technologies & detoxification modalities.
Veterinary Applications: Companion Animals. For many of the same conditions as in humans: pain, injury, malaise, ageing, dis-eases. In equines it can be used for the reduction of post performance stress/strain and healing of injury and to assist with inflammation & pain.

“My lymph nodes are like rocks. After using the Lymphstar for a month, it really changed my life! I suffered from SEVERE migraine for years ever since I was a child. Also I had really bad sinus and allergy. They seemed to go away!! Amazing!

“Helen Lin, Orange, CA

Bodyworkers * Traditional Naturopaths * NMDs * Naturopathic Physicians * Chiropractors * Estheticians * Acupuncturists * Massage and Colon Hydro-Therapists * Integrative Medicine & Anti-Ageing Professionals * Spas & Medi-Spas * Veterinarians-- all will find this revolutionary tool exceptional in its therapeutic scope. Health conscious consumers also acquire the Lymphstar Pro Fusion Instrument® for its comprehensive benefits!

Benefits for Professional Practices

- Enhances the release of toxins from the interstitial spaces like no other therapy.
- Mitigates Healing Crises generated with other methods; thus supports other detoxification techniques.
- Results seen quickly; parasympathetic effect for general stress reduction.
- Clients love the therapy and see results within 1 - 5 sessions.
- Increases revenue; offer stand-alone or complementing other professional therapies such as infrared sauna, manipulation, procedures etc.
- Surpasses manual lymphatic drainage work alone for edema & for all the benefits of lymphatic therapy.
- Safe for most people.**
- Professional Seminars are available.
- An excellent value; can be used by most people and has a 20 year + lifespan. Use for self-care.
- More technical data upon request.

**Contraindications are: blood clots, pacemakers & implanted pumps, pregnancy, unexplained calf pain, under age 13, & as required by a physician for some other health conditions.

“I am a nurse and certified lymphatic therapist. I have been using the Lymphstar Pro for about 6 years now and I have had solid results with my lymphedema clients.... It has helped countless clients to relieve sinus pressure and swelling to any body part’s status post surgeries like mastectomies, shoulder repairs, knee repairs etc... I have had PT’s absolutely floored with results I get with these clients. So needless to say, I adore this machine.”  Paula Barron, LPN, MLD/CDT, Northampton, MA

What is accomplished with the Fusion PHIT Modalities in the System?

The Fusion PHIT Modality Heads are interchangeable and may be used at the same time as the Lymphstar Pro® Modality. (With one exception, the Radiance Facial Contour Head as it uses metal components) Use up to 2 PHIT therapy heads at once on clients for maximum efficiency. Quickly change the therapy heads -- or even use with two clients at once. This option is great for esthetic uses or busy naturopathic clinics.

What is PHIT?
All Fusion Heads incorporate our exclusive P.H.I.T., Photo Harmonic Induction Therapy. This is our proprietary term for a unique frequency delivery method, used only in Arcturus Star Products innovations. It is housed within each modality and within the master electronic circuit. The individual therapeutic modalities for the Fusion span the spectrum of beneficial, time - tested vibrational therapies for holistic health & skincare professionals! We include only the most effective therapies for your continued success. This system is cost effective, replacing the need for many different operating units in your practice space!

The Full Line of Fusion PHIT Modalities

1. Eclipse Multi-Chromatic Head™ - Anti-Aging (skin) & All-Purpose Energy Balancing Modality. The Eclipse is the most popular PHIT modality for the Fusion. It uses Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) in the red, blue, and near infrared range for optimal wavelengths. A cluster of 26 red LEDs creates a powerful field of monochromatic light. And it has an internal antenna that emits 4 specific high frequencies. Because it can be left on areas of the body or face while performing LET lymph work, it efficiently drives in these energies resulting in an amplified effect on the interstitial spaces. (Fluid reduction)
2. **Pulsing Magnetic Head™** - The use of pulsed magnetic fields facilitates healing in bone (hard tissues) and injuries of soft tissues, such as nerve, muscle, and tendons, and the pain from such injuries. Each tissue responds to a different frequency or pulsation of the waveform used. This modality has 10 frequency settings and can be placed on any area of the body. Internal Magnetic coil is hand made in our factory. Enjoy the benefits for many rehab and pain applications.

3. **Radiance Facial Contour Head™** – Choose All Blue or All Red, Maximum Intensity. The Radiance Facial Contour Head is a combination of technologies for use on the face and body. Micro-current gently pulses the muscle to lift & tone, but doesn’t retard cell regeneration. Photo-stimulation (LEDs), & high frequencies accelerate the healing of skin and tissue, opens receptivity to topical creams and drives them in. Healing and pain relief anywhere on the body, too. The Blue Wavelength is better for anti-inflammation (acne, rosacea) & the Wavelength is touted for extra collagen stimulation.

4. **Infrared Enhancer Head™** - with Bioresonance Vial Holder Attachment
   The Infrared Enhancer works as intense near - infrared photon therapy into the skin. PLUS it emits an extremely low frequency that activates the lymphatic channels & drives in our skin care products, or any Transdermal creams (for pain, inflammation, skin, etc.). Next, the vial holder allows for experimentation in **bioresonance therapy**. For advanced Skin Care, Pain Relief, Muscle Strain, Naturopathic Applications of the use of the energetic signals of herbs, homeopathics, etc.

5. **SkinClear SunRay Head™** - The SkinClear SunRay Head blends ultraviolet (UVA/UVB) LEDs & Infrared LEDs plus our multi-layered and rejuvenating PHIT frequencies. It is used directly over the skin and moved over areas of dermatitis, acne, etc. while assisting with the regeneration of new, healthy tissue. Excellent for pain as well over muscles. Use with Laser Eye protection on the face. Technician should avoid looking directly into lights. Fine for post esthetic procedure treatments.

6. **Nogier Frequency Modality Head™** The Nogier Head incorporates eight near infrared LED’s & 1 red LED which are modulated by the Nogier frequencies. These frequencies were discovered to affect the 3 specific layers of bodily tissues, endoderm, ectoderm, and mesoderm. When coupled with the Nogier frequencies, the infrared wavelengths create a more effective modality. You can choose from 7 settings that are located on the back end of the head, with a knob that is turned to each setting as needed. Please consult the frequency list for specific applications; excellent for equines & all companion animals as well.

7. **The Crystal LymphWaves™ Hi-Intensity Photo Therapy** – "*The Beautiful Light That Heals*” - **Low Level coherent light with LEDs in a unique lens configuration.** The Crystal Lymph Waves is used for local treatment of injuries, wounds, and resistant fibrous tissue, including scars, cysts, lymph nodes as well as edema and other decongestive applications; & as advanced treatment for some kinds of pain. It may also be used as a reflective treatment on acupuncture points. Use it with any zone therapy that utilizes the meridian system. It is also very effective as a Photo Face - Lift when used over the acupoints. With its unique lens, it transfers highly complex informational fields to an area. Try it for acute & chronic pain, scars, injuries, wound healing, advancing lymphatic decongestion, accelerated healing & regeneration in skincare, & for animal applications such as equine rehabilitation for injuries.

   "It’s not about power - it’s about cellular communication. Your product excels at this!"
   
   - Thomas Croley, PhD
Lymphstar Pro Fusion Summary & Specifications

1. Lymphstar Pro® Modality - also called Lymphatic Enhancement Technology (LET)
   - Ultra-Blue Noble Gas formula in flint glass bulbs uses noble gases for electrostatic field therapy.
   - One Intensity Dial regulates electrostatic field strength.
   - Pulse-rate frequency sweep dial that allows you to set frequency variability at specific numbers (0-10) for Decongestion (0-4) or Stimulation (5-10).
   - Includes 2 Standard LET Applicator Heads with standard size bulbs with 10 foot cords.
   - Optional bulbs available. See below.

2. The Fusion P.H.I.T. Modalities
Two Fusion P.H.I.T. Head Ports (coupling jacks) support the head options. Tailor the system to your therapeutic needs; use 1 or 2 Fusion P.H.I.T. heads at a time & mix or match the modalities. All heads are frequency adjustable with either on-panel controls, or on-board variability controls – varies with PHIT head option.

Outer Case Size: 16”W x 13 Deep x 7” HL.
   - International Power Supply is Standard on all units for worldwide use. Only the proper plug is needed.
   - Use up to 4 heads with 2-3 modalities at one time or separately. Or on more than one client.
   - Full 2 year Warranty on the system. One year warranty on LET Heads & Bulbs. Two year warranty on PHIT Heads.
   - Fully upgradeable in the future. All new Fusion PHIT® innovations will be integrated into the Lymphstar Pro Fusion® instrument.
   - Two Lymphstar LET Heads with standard bulb only come with the system…other bulbs come separately.
   - Wells Fargo financing now available for clients with businesses. Please call for details or download application online at: www.lymphstarpro.com

Details on the LET Modality (Lymphatic Enhancement Technology) Applicator Heads
   - Ultra-Blue Noble Gas formula with finest grade of noble gases & medical grade glass.
   - LET Tri-Bulb Applicator Set, BASE WITH 10 FOOT CORD - Replaceable and Sanitizable medical grade bulbs.
   - Comes with the Standard Bulbs. Extra bulbs may be purchased separately at any time.
   - Three Bulbs are available - the Standard Bulb, Acupoint Bulb, and Flat Bulb.

Applications of various bulbs:

**TRI NO. 1: STANDARD BULB:** The standard head used for all general body therapy applications, over the larger body areas for sweeping the belly, stroking large muscles, etc.; and for resting in place over or in the Axilla (armpits), Inguinal area (groin), or cisterna chilii (below the breastbone).

**TRI No. 2: FLAT BULB:** Perfect for Facial & Scalp areas, leaving over the terminus (collarbone lymph drains); Use one head only plugged in for intense energy from this bulb; especially good over trigger points, sweeping on muscles at painful sights, over joints, on the hands and feet for reflexology. Use conducting gel/serum and crèmes for facial work. Please see manual for proper use with crèmes.

**TRI No. 3: ACUPOINT BULB:** Use for facial work on the acupuncture points, stroking cheeks, under the jaw, & areas around the nose and eyes; Also used anywhere on the body over acupoints as a tool to stimulate or sedate the points; excellent for the outer ear for auricular acupuncture; release the reflexology points and excellent between fingers and toes for the reflexology and a parasympathetic response; also used on trigger points. Excess pressure is not needed for reflex and trigger point work, as the LET energy performs the release of energy and toxins.

>Each New LET Applicator head comes with one .9 oz tube of sanitary lubricant by YES brand. We highly recommend the Yes product as optimal for use with your product. Keep an extra tube on hand.

Arcturus Therapy Systems

A division of Arcturus Star Products LLP - PROUDLY engineered and FULLY manufactured in the USA!

25401 Road F, Cortez, CO 81321 USA www.lymphstarpro.com / Email: arcstar@fone.net

Toll free: 888-730-1053 - Local: 970-564-5811 Fax: 970-564-5812